Supplementary method 2 -Algorithm StructurePropose
Algorithm StructurePropose Input: V, D C , λ (≥ 1), K Output: A probable DAG for V 1: ← An empty DAG with vertices of V and no edge 2: 3: for all pair of V i and V j in V do 4: Evaluate p ij using a statistical independency test 5: Pr RandomThreshold ← a random number from a uniform distribution of [0, 1] 6: 7: if Pr propose (i; j|D C ) ≥ Pr RandomThreshold then 8:
e ← Random pick between e ij and e ji with equal probability 0.5 9:
Put e in 10: 11:
if is not a DAG or V i or V j has more than K incoming edges then 12:
Remove e from 13: 
! ! ← ∅ 3: 4: if M = N then 5: for all possible i for V do 6:
! ! ← ! ! ∪ ! , Pr ! ! ! 8: end for 9: else 10: G← ∅ 11: 12: for i ← 1 to M/2 do 13:
G ← G ∪ { 2 } 17: end for 18: 19: for all i ∈ G do 20: 
Supplementary Figures 1 and 2: Simulation experiment to evaluate the effect of limiting the number of incoming edges (K) in network structures
In EDDY, we incorporated a parameter K to restrict the number of incoming edges to each variable in the process of approximating the distribution of network structures. To evaluate the effect of using K < (number of variables -1), we conducted the same simulation experiment of comparing two data sets from B 0 and B s , but with using K = 3 and 5. As using small K is to reduce the computational cost for large problems, we conducted this simulation experiment for the cases of 20 and 50 variables. Throughout the simulation experiment, 500 samples were generated for each class, M = 5,000 structures were used, and 1,000 permutations were done to evaluate p-values.
Supplementary Figure 1 . JS, p-value, and the ratio r of identifying P(G|D 0 ) ≠ P(G|D s ) with EDDY (p-value < 0.05) out of 100 repetitions, for 20 variables. 500 samples were generated for each condition. JS, p-value, and the ratio r that EDDY identifies P(G|D 0 ) ≠ P(G|D s ) with p-value < 0.05, out of 100 repetitions, for 50 variables. 500 samples were generated for each condition. In this section, we conducted another simulation experiment, where B 0 r was built instead of Bs by randomly relocating s edges from B 0 , then used for comparison with B 0 . This scenario represents more general cases of comparison, where the networks generating given data sets may have more complex interaction discrepancies than simply missing interactions. In this simulation experiment, the number of edges in B 0 was randomly determined between 0 and the maximum possible numbers. v = 5 ~ 20 variables, 50 ~ 500 samples per condition, M = 50 ~ Nv, K = v -1 (no restriction), and 1,000 random permutations were used. Each test case was repeated 100 times to obtain the mean statistics. The cases with p-value < 0.05 were reported as showing statistically significant difference. Supplementary Figure 3 . JS, p-value, and the ratio r that EDDY identifies P(G|D 0 ) ≠ P(G|D 0 r ) with p-value < 0.05, out of 100 repetitions, for 5 variables. 50 samples were generated for each condition, and s represents the number of interaction discrepancies between B 0 and B 0 r . Supplementary Figure 9 . JS, p-value, and the ratio r that EDDY identifies P(G|D 0 ) ≠ P(G|D 0 r ) with p-value < 0.05, out of 100 repetitions, for 20 variables. 500 samples were generated for each condition, and s represents the number of interaction discrepancies between B 0 and B 0 r . Larger M values were used. In order to compare the false positive rates of three gene set test methods, we collected their average false positive rates from the simulated comparisons in the main manuscript. The average false positive rates were collected for each method by varying the statistical significance p-value threshold from 0 to 1 by 0.01. Supplementary Figures 10 -12 are from Simulation II, where differential gene sets were modeled based on dependency connection discrepancy in Bayesian network models. For EDDY, two configurations were applied with M = 1,000 and 5,000. Please note that these plots are histograms on false positive rates, where the horizontal axis represent the range of false positive rates and the vertical axis is the amount of cases showed that range of false positive rates (more biased to the left side = less false positive rates). 
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